Post-traumatic headache in veterans of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars following deployment-related traumatic brain injury: long term follow-up and relation to PTSD and depression

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) occurred in 15-20% of soldiers deployed to Afghanistan (OEF) or Iraq (OIF) wars (DTBI) with headache reported the most common post-TBI problem. In our study including 179 diffuse traumatic brain injury (DTBI) and 155 controls (deployed soldiers without DTBI [CS]), chronic daily headache (CDH) occurred in 50% of DTBI and only in 9% of CS. Of those with CDH, 80% had chronic migraine (CM). In a subset of 94 DTBI and 70 CS, using the PTSD civ questionnaire, 50% of DTBI and 17% of CS had Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and using the Beck Depression Inventory 2 (BDI 2), 48% of DTBI and 9% of CS had severe depression (BDI score ≥29 [SDep]). Further analysis of these clinical data demonstrated that PTSD was seen in DTBI with and without CM at a rate of 64-74%. However, for SDep, this was seen in 63% of DTBI with CM, in 27% of DTBI with HA ≤9/month and 9% of CS. This suggests that PTSD relates to the TBI itself, but within the syndrome of post-traumatic headache, there is a sub-syndrome of CM with a strong representation of SDep. Whether SDep is a factor in conversion of headache to CM or the reverse requires further investigation. The second component of our work was to evaluate serum of the DTBI and CS with mass spectrometry (MS) to determine if there are significant and specific differences in the MS profiles between DTBI and CS; and between DTBI with and without CM. Results will be reviewed in the presentation.
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